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Abstract

Current commercial dialog systems show only limited capabilities
with regard to the phenomena occurring in spontaneous, natural
dialog. Many research prototypes, in contrast, are already able to
deal with a great number of phenomena but lack the clarity and
maintainability of commercial systems. In this paper we present
a framework for developing advanced multimodal dialog systems
designed to bridge this gap.
Index Terms: multimodal dialogue systems, commercial applica-
tions.

1. Introduction
Despite their commercial success, current commercial dialog sys-
tems show only limited capabilities with regard to natural dialog.
Many of these systems do not support the resolution of referring
or elliptical expressions and require reduced and simplified user
commands. Moreover, true mixed-initiative dialog management is
still only available in research prototypes and users have to deal
with system-driven dialog management. Since the overall goal of
employing a speech dialog system is to ease the interaction with
computers, more powerful dialog systems are needed so that users
do not need to adapt their natural conversational behavior to that
of the dialog system.

While VoiceXML-based dialog systems typically consist of
a set of well-defined VXML documents that are processed by
a VXML-interpreter, state-of-the-art systems consist of a whole
bunch of components of which each typically comes with its own
knowledge base. This means that the price for the enhanced func-
tionality and coverage of such systems is their general complexity
and reduced maintainability. Our goal is to develop a framework
for multimodal dialog systems that drastically reduces this com-
plexity without reducing the functionality and coverage of dialog
phenomena.

We present the basic architecture of an advanced dialog sys-
tem that provides the flexibility and coverage of a research pro-
totype combined with a structured and maintainable knowledge
representation needed for commercial applications. Key to our
approach is a production rule system called PATE. This system
has been used in various research projects (e. g., VirtualHuman1,
Smartweb2, COMIC3, TALK4, etc.) and also in an industry project
to realize nearly all central processing components of a (multi-
modal) dialog system.

1For VirtualHuman see http://www.virtual-human.org/
2For SmartWeb see http://www.smartweb-project.org/
3For COMIC see http://www.hcrc.ed.ac.uk/comic/
4For TALK see http://www.talk-project.org/
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We will first introduce some concepts of ontology-based
ledge representation before we will give a brief overview of

PATE system. Then we will discuss the architecture of a pro-
pe of an in-car multimodal dialog system developed within the
K project where PATE is used to implement nearly the whole

em.

Ontology-based Knowledge Representation
of the crucial aspects within a dialogue system is the repre-

ation of knowledge (i. e., processing logic). The more intuitive
the more maintainable knowledge-sources are, the easier it is
hance or adapt the system to new tasks. In our previous work

found that ontologies provide an appropriate framework for
esenting knowledge in multimodal dialogue systems (see [1]).
An ontology, in general, can be viewed as a controlled vocab-
y that describes objects and relations between them in a hierar-
al way. The concept of ontological knowledge representation
inally belongs to the field of philosophy but the development of
prehensive ontologies has also been a research issue for quite
ng time in the field of artificial intelligence. Today it is clear
it is nearly impossible to design an ontology that is capable
odeling the entire world while still remaining concise. This
e reason why we focus on specific sub-domains during the
lopment of ontologies.
In our approach, we focus on a clear-cut separation between
ication specific knowledge and generic system specific knowl-

which both represent individual sub-domains organized in
-ontologies. The general idea is that we can re-use the
gue-specific ontology and only need to adapt the application-
ific ontology when the system needs to be adapted to a new
ication. The only restriction is that all sub-ontologies need to
onsistent with an encompassing upper-model.

PATE - A Production Rule System based
on Typed Feature Structures

PATE5 system is an extended production rule system for the
lopment of advanced dialog systems [2]. The purpose of
E is to provide an easy to use tool for the development of
processing logic of a dialog system. Key to PATE is that it
either be used to realize the entire dialog system within one
nce or in a distributed way where several instances of PATE

employed to implement specialized sub-components of such
stem. Due to space restrictions we can only present a brief
view of PATE. For a detailed documentation see [3].

PATE stands for A Production Rule System based on Typed Feature
tures.
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Figure 1: The basic architecture of the PATE system

3.1. General Characteristics of PATE

The general processing strategy is based on some ideas of the ACT-
R 4.0 system of [4]. E. g., all incoming data is assigned an activa-
tion value before it is stored in the working memory (WM). This
activation value represents the current accessibility of a working
memory element (WME) and fades out in time. If the activation of
a WME sinks below a specified threshold, this particular WME is
not accessible anymore. Parallel to the working memory there is
also a goal-stack which defines the focus of attention of the system
– the WME on top of the goal stack defines the current focus of the
PATE system.

As in a traditional production rule system there is a set of pro-
duction rules that can be applied to the WMEs stored in the work-
ing memory (see figure 1). Each production rule consists of three
components: (i) a weighting , (ii) a condition part (comprising a set
of conditions that must be fulfilled) and (iii) an action part (com-
prising a set of actions that will be carried out if the rule fires).
The weighting will be used during conflict resolution to compute
an overall score for a rule. For writing and maintaining produc-
tion rules, the PATE system also includes a built-in graphical user
interface.

Another important aspect of the PATE system is its easy adap-
tation to new tasks or even entirely new dialog systems. All rele-
vant information is stored in a global configuration file (containing
general definitions of system-wide variables), a file defining the
type system and a file defining the production rules. The entire
PATE system is written in Java and is thus platform independent.

3.2. Data Representation

All internal data of the PATE system is encoded in typed feature
structures (TFS; see [5]) as the internal representation language.
TFS are an elegant way to represent complexly structured data so
that it is still readable for humans. Another important advantage
of TFS is that it can be used to represent data that was originally
encoded by means of an ontology-based representation language.
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way we use TFS to encode our internal data is similar to that
any ontology formats like DAML+OIL or RDF.
Key to our TFS based data representation are two operations—
cation and overlay (see [6]) that determine the consistency of
typed feature structures and combine them if they are con-
nt. However, overlay uses its first argument as default (like
classic default unification) and returns a result in any case
reas unification returns fail in case of conflicting informa-
. Besides this, overlay also generates a score reflecting how
the covering and the background fit together (see [7]). This

e is used to assess the score of a condition where overlay is
. Overlay is of particular interest in case the user provides
tly conflicting information, for example, by saying “Show me

Johnny Cash version of this song” while selecting the Song
by U2. Unifying the representations for the two songs would

lt in a fail, while overlay would return an object representation
Johnny Cash song with the remaining features of the U2 song,
ely the song name.

Rule Execution

processing logic of PATE is represented by means of a set of
uction rules. The condition part (or left-hand side) of each
consists at least of one goal-condition and a (possibly empty)
f conditions that define which objects must (or must not) be

ent on the goal-stack and in the working memory. Conditions
tested using unification or overlay (as specified by the condi-
). Consider for example figure 2: This rule can only fire if there

object of the type Song on the goal-stack that has at least the
re genre = Rock (the objects specified in a condition can of
se be much more complex).

le name="SampleRule">
omments> checks whether there is a rock

song on the goal stack </comments>
ctivation> 0.8 </activation>
onditions>
condition name="goal">
<Song>
<has_genre>Rock</has_genre>

</Song>
/condition>>
condition name="wme1">
...
/condition>
conditions>
ctions>
action name="pop"/>
action type="output" name="goal"/>
actions>
ule>

re 2: Example rule, checking for a rock song on the goal stack

Once initialized and started, PATE runs in a continuous loop.
e beginning of each cycle, a set of all rules that can potentially
given the current configuration of the working memory and

oal stack—is computed (this is called the conflict set). PATE
selects the best scored instantiated rule and executes its ac-

s. Generating the conflict set is done in two steps. First the
conflict set is initialized with all rules whose goal condition



U: Show me the Beatles albums.
S: I have these four Beatles albums.

[shows a list of album names]
U: Which songs are on this one? [selects the Red Album]
S: The Red Album contains these songs.

[shows a list of the songs]
U: Play the third one.
S: [music plays]

Table 1: A typical interaction with SAMMIE.

is fulfilled. In a second step, the remaining conditions are matched
in a way that the conflict set contains only those rules whose con-
dition part is fulfilled. The selection of the firing rule is done by
computing an individual score for each instantiated rule and the
one that scored highest. In case there are more than one, the firing
rule is selected randomly but reproducibly.

4. SAMMIE - An In-Car Multimodal Dialog
System

We now present the SAMMIE system as an example for an ad-
vanced multimodal dialog interface that provides state-of-the-art
interaction capabilities of a research prototype combined with a
uniform and maintainable knowledge representation needed for
commercical applications. SAMMIE is a multimodal dialog sys-
tem, developed by DFKI in collaboration with Saarland University
within the EU-funded project TALK. It provides multimodal ac-
cess to an in-car MP3 player through speech and haptic input with
an Ergocommander, a button that can be turned, pushed down and
pushed sideways in four directions. System output is presented
by speech and a graphical display integrated into the car’s dash-
board. An example of the system display is shown in figure 3. The
SAMMIE system allows the user complete freedom in their inter-
action with the system. Input can be made through any modality
and is not restricted to answers to system queries. On the contrary,
the user can provide new tasks as well as any information rele-
vant to the current task at any time. Note that the user is also free
in their use of multimodality: Deictic references (Play this title
while pushing the Ergocommander button) are possible, and even
cross-modal references as in Play the third song (on the list) are
understood. Table 1 shows a typical interaction with the SAMMIE
system.

4.1. Architecture

The SAMMIE system architecture follows the classical approach
of a pipelined architecture [8]. Figure 3 illustrates the modules and
their interaction: Modality-specific recognizers and analyzers pro-
vide semantically interpreted input to the multimodal fusion mod-
ule that interprets them in the context of the other modalities and
the current dialog context. The dialog manager decides about the
next system move based on its task model, the current context and
also on the result from calls to the MP3 database. The multimodal
fission module then generates an appropriate message to the user
by planning the actual content, distributing it over the available
modalities and finally co-ordinating and synchronizing the output.
Modality-specific output modules generate spoken output and an
update on the graphical display. All modules interact with the Dis-
course Module in which all context information is stored. Within
this architecture all of the core tasks, namely discourse modeling,
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pretation/fusion, dialog management, linguistic and presenta-
planning, are modeled by a plan-based approach, using PATE.
to space restrictions, we just give a short overview of two

E-based modules of the SAMMIE system.

Figure 3: Sammie System Architecture

Dialog Management

AMMIE, we are following an approach that models the inter-
n on an abstract level as collaborative problem solving (CPS)
nd adds application specific knowledge to the possible tasks,

lable resources and known recipes for achieving the goals. To
end we developed a PATE-based dialog manager that imple-
ts the formal CPS model. The basic building blocks of this
el are problem solving (PS) objects, which define the upper
l of the CPS-specific sub-ontology of the system and which
erm abstract PS objects. There are six abstract PS objects in
model from which all other domain-specific PS objects inherit,
ely objective, recipe, constraint, evaluation, situation and re-
ce. These abstract objects are used to model problem-solving
domain independent level and are taken as arguments by all
te operators which implement conversation acts [10]. The
el is then specialized to a domain by inheriting and instantiat-
domain-specific types and instances from the PS objects. Note
the operators do not change with domain since the reasoning
ne on a domain independent level.

Multimodal Fission

AMMIE, multimodal fission is realized by two modules: The
E-based Turn Planner, which is responsible for content plan-
and media allocation, and the Output Manager which coordi-

s the output and synchronizes the modalities. In general, the
planner takes a set of CPS-specific conversational acts from

dialog manager and maps them to modality-specific commu-
tive acts. Relevant information on how content should be dis-
ted over the available modalities (speech and/or graphics) can
btained through the discourse module which provides different
s of context information for this case, e.g., the user’s cogni-
load or the modality on which a user is currently focused on6.
hermore, a set of PATE production rules is used to determine

In order to facilitate system interaction within the in-car scenario
odeled user expertise and a user’s cognitive load to permit a more



which kind of information should be presented through which of
the available modalities. Therefore, we developed an upper-level
presentation planning ontology which models most of the planning
steps on a domain independent level. To this end, additional rea-
soning is realized by presentation planning specific plan operators
but also domain independent plan operators.

4.4. System Ontology

The whole SAMMIE ontology currently consists of 87 domain
specific and 261 dialog/system specific classes. The latter part
is represented in five sub-ontologies which correspond to the five
PATE-based modules. See figure 4 for a screenshot of the SAM-
MIE ontology. Due to the concept of multiple inheritance provided
by the type system, domain specific concepts are linked to appro-
priate upper-level concepts of the different domain independent
sub-ontologies. This means, we can model different views onto
real-world domain specific knowledge and allows to view, e. g., a
song as a browsable-object so that we can generalize within the
turn planning library over objects a user can browse. But these
objects can also be seen as a media-object or a PS-object which
are abstract concepts the dialog managment uses for planning and
execution. Thereby PATE provides an efficient and elegant way to
create more abstract/generic planning rules which eases the devel-
opment of new applications.

Figure 4: Sammie Ontology

5. Conclusion and Discussion
We presented the production rule system PATE which is an eas-
ily handable tool for the development of advanced dialog systems.
The PATE engine has been used in various dialog systems to im-
plement a variety of components. We gave a brief overview of the

context-adaptive presentation planning, but we haven’t yet fully elaborated
the rule based processing of these factors as this part of our ongoing work.
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MIE in-car dialog system which is the first system where all
components are based on PATE. Our approach is based on the
on of a central ontology-based knowledge representation that
ed by all components of the system. One aspect of our current
k is to develop a framework where generic application inde-
ent PATE rules are combined with domain specific rules that

automatically generated from the application specific part of
ntology in order to ease the process of adapting the system to
applications.
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